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South Africa 
Tel: +27 (0) 72 281-8921 
E-Mail: info@ndmc.co.za 

Website: www.ndmc.co.za 

Newsletter November 2014 
Hi Folks, 
 
The theme for our September 2014 meeting was “Delivery Vans” - and although there was not a large turn-out of 
members - those members who attended brought a varied selection of models to display. 
 
This is a reminder to members that our last meeting for the year is the Rod Guérin Annual Diorama Competition - and 
also a bring-and- share-a-plate of eats evening. NDMC members, with their wives or partners and families are 
welcome to attend the evening.  
 
The theme for the Diorama competition is “An Outdoor Scene” - and for our final meeting for 2014 - let’s try and have 
as many diorama entries as possible, and also a have a good turn-out of members.  
 
The rules for this competition are on the NDMC website www.ndmc.co.za - and are also included at the end of this 
newsletter. Apparently the judges are going to pay more attention to the rules for the overall diorama size, and that all 
the entries meet this criteria, so please bear this in mind - and that these factors will also play a large role in affecting 
the final scoring. 
 
Competition between diorama entrants has been very close in the past, with some intense rivalry, and so we wish all 
entrants good luck. 
 
As several members already know, NDMC member Theo Alberda and his wife Jill decided to emigrate to the UK - and 
our club is sad to see them leave us. They left SA at the end of October 2014 and they wish to send a message to all 
members to say farewell ‘til we meet again - and to send members their best wishes - especially to those members 
they may have missed at our last meeting. 
 
Theo has been an enthusiastic member of NDMC for over 20 years, and we will miss him and his input to our club. 
We wish both Theo and Jill all the best for the future in their new home and country - and for Theo there’s the great 
added attraction of being able to attend some of the UK Toy & Hobby Fairs in future, and hopefully obtain a few of the 
more elusive Dinky models for his collection. 
 
At our November meeting, NDMC members can vote for “The Enthusiast of the Year” - who will be presented with 
“The Geoff Sear Floating Trophy”. 
 
A reminder to members that Richard Hebbron hopes to hold the next Annual Hobbies Fair in early 2015. 
 
It remains then to wish members and their families a Blessed and Merry Christmas, all the best over the festive 
season, and a Happy and Prosperous New Year. Hope you find a few “wanted” models under the Christmas tree. See 
also pic on page 6. 
 
See you at the next meeting, 
 
Keep collecting, 
Philip 

 
Two “Unknown Models” 

 
An email was recently sent to members asking for help in identifying two rather play worn, battered and worse for 
wear die-cast models - one a black sedan - and the other a red fire engine - this request was from Fritz Weishaupt 
who lives in the Gauteng area. 
 
The first car was a black sedan which clearly needed restoration - as shown in the top two pics on Page 2, and as you 
can clearly see from the baseplate pic on Page 3 - this model was Made in France. However the maker’s name was 
not known to us at that stage.  
Only two members - Dusan Milanovic and Ron Gersbank correctly identified this black sedan as made by CIJ - which 
you can now clearly see in the centre of the baseplate pic on Page 3. 
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After sending this info. to Fritz, he wrote back later expressing his thanks and saying that this black car had been 
identified as a de Rovin 3CV Roadster. 

 
 
 

 
 

CIJ car 3/1 de Rovin 3CV Roadster 
 
 

 
CIJ car 3/1 de Rovin 3CV Roadster 
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Two CIJ cars - on the left the 3/1 de Rovin 3CV Roadster, black, beige interior, silver interior, red plastic hubs, white 
tyres; and on the right the 3/12 Mercedes 220, red, silver detail, chrome plastic. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Baseplate of CIJ car 3/1 de Rovin 3CV Roadster 
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CIJ models 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia. 
 
This article is about the toy company.  

CIJ (Compagnie industrielle du jouet or "Manufacturing Company of toys") is a classic French brand for toy 
vehicles. It was founded by Fernand Migault in Paris in 1920.

[1]
 The name was changed to Migault S.A. in 1927, after 

his cousin Marcel Gourdet had joined the firm. 

 

 
Police car by CIJ – 1958 

 
On the grounds of contracts signed by André Citroën himself in 1922, the company produced exclusive model cars 
made of either metalware or wood in 1:20, la 5 CV Trèfle and la B14 Citroën included. Solely authorised Citroën

[1]
 

dealers distributed these model cars. Still the company wasn't allowed to advertise their cooperation with Citroën. 
 
The workshop for metalware in Briare that Marcel Gourdet had brought to Ferdinand Migault's company burned down 
in 1929. At that time the descendants of the Bapterosses family took on the direction.

[2]
 The company moved its 

headquarters back to Paris and employed eventually more than a hundred people, mostly in Briare. 
 
The exclusive fabrication of model cars for Citroën ended in 1934 when Citroën went into administration and was 
eventually taken over by Michelin.

[3]
 Many years later CIJ signed a less binding contract with Louis Renault 

concerning numerous types of Renault model cars in scales from 1:10 to 1:43, partly made of lithographed metal ware 
or in particular of zamak. But this time CIJ was on its own in regards to the distribution. An agreement with Shell 
about miniatures of filling stations including the transporter Shell Berre was signed in 1950. This model car was made 
of an alloy called ramec (which blended aluminium, copper, zinc and magnesium).

[4]
 On 27 December 1964 new 

works were inaugurated in Briare. But one year later, after the company had bought the stash of its former competitor 
JRD,

[5]
 the company CIJ actually disappeared. The Bapterosses family kept on producing exclusive series' of artisan 

type models in the Rivotte farm (in the vicinity of the factory) but the works in Briare were engrossed by ITT and 
produced henceforth parts for telephones.

[4]
 

 
The model cars 

 
The first model cars were made completely from iron sheet or wood (scale from 1:6 to 1:43) and because of the high 
quality CIJ could compete with other contemporary producer such as Dinky Toys and Norev. In April 2007 Norev 
bought the brand CIJ and announced 13 model cars made from zamac and two lithographed models from iron sheet 
(4CV Renault and Juvaquatre), which were new editions of the original CIJ model cars. Still these models were 
presented under the name "dream toys" (French meaning of Norev = our dreams). 
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Below are two pics of the still “unknown make” die-cast fire engine - except for “Embro” on the baseplate. 
Can any members help identify this model and make? 
 

 
 

 
 
Upcoming events 
 

Date Event/Function Venue Comments 

24 November 2014 NDMC Meeting VCC – Kloof Time: 17:30 for 18:00 ’till we end. 
Cost: R20.00 for non-members 
Subs due: R100.00 / year. R60.00 Country Members 

24 November 2014 Rod Guérin Annual 
Diorama Competition 

VCC - Kloof Theme: “An Outdoor Scene” 

 
Committee 2014 
 

Portfolio Incumbent Tel Home Cell E-Mail 

Chairman Philip Ellis 031 266-3138 072 281-8921 ellispc@telkomsa.net  

Editor Philip Ellis 031 266-3138 072 281-8921 ellispc@telkomsa.net  

Secretary Colleen Ellis 031 266-3138  secretary@ndmc.co.za  

Treasurer Colleen Ellis 031 266-3138  ellispc@telkomsa.net  

Exhibition Co-ordinator Richard Hebbron 031 464-8428 083 533-5492 hebbron@telkomsa.net  
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Matchbox Collectibles Fire Engine Collection - YFE17 1939 Bedford Pump Truck in red with Santa on board 

 
Rod Guérin Annual Diorama Competition - 2014 

 
1) There must be a set ‘theme’ so that all entries are on a common ground. 
 
2) Entrants must comply with certain requirements, i.e.:- 

2.1 Maximum area of base (width of standard metal trestle table by ⅔ length of table) 
 i.e. 750mm x 1130mm 
2.2 There must be a suitable title on the base for the theme or subject selected. 
2.3 There must be a brief description of the diorama fixed to the base and easily read: 

e.g. i) why the models were chosen 
 ii) what is the entrant trying to convey. 

2.4 A limit on the number of models permitted: i.e. 20 max permitted. Models used may be of any 
scale. 

2.5 Models used can be metal die-cast or resin. 
2.6 Any other props / materials etc may be used on the diorama to illustrate the theme or title. 
 

3) Three judges to be selected “in rotation”. 
 
4) We will ask a representative from AutoDealer to take photographs.  
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On the lighter side 
 

 


